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Highlights

Optimization and sizing of a fuel cell range extender vehicle for passenger car applications in driving cycle
conditions

S. Molina, R. Novella, B. Pla, M. Lopez-Juarez

• Passenger FCREx components sizing and evalua-
tion was performed for the first time

• As a novelty, the optimization comprises both the
EMS and the FC system operation

• Space designs for plug-in FCV (FCREx) were gen-
erated

• Equivalent-in-range FCREx designs were com-
pared to commercial FCV

• FCREx architecture potentially increases FCV
range and efficiency (16.8%-25%)
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Abstract

Aiming to reduce global warming and emissions in general, cleaner technologies are the spotlight of research and
industry development. Among them, fuel cell vehicles (FCV) are gaining interest to decarbonize the transport sector.
Plug-in FCV or FCV in range-extender configuration (FCREx) is an interesting option to reduce the total cost of
ownership (TCO) and the energy usage per km. The aim of this study was to generate design spaces of FCREx
by varying the FC stack maximum power output, the battery capacity, and the H2 tank capacity to understand the
implications of this architecture in range, consumption, and cost (estimated with a WLTP driving cycle). Unlike other
studies, the approach was focused on a novel architecture for passenger vehicles and was focused on the development
of the validated FC system model and the energy management strategy (EMS) optimization for each design, based
on the Pontryaging Minimum Principle (PMP). Consumption was found to decrease with increasing battery capacity
and FC maximum power due to the higher efficiency of the systems. The design spaces showed how with 5 kg of
H2 and ≥50 kWh of battery capacity the maximum range of FCREx could be over 700 km. The results of this study
showed how FCREx architecture could provide overall energy consumption saving up to 6.8% and H2 consumption
saving ranging from 16.8% to 25%, compared to current commercial FCVs. The optimum FCREx design, not only
based on performance, should have ∼30 kWh of battery capacity and ≥80 kW of FC maximum power to minimize
manufacturing costs while maximizing efficiency.

Keywords: Fuel cell vehicle, plug-in, Range-extender, Driving cycle, Sizing, Optimization

1. Introduction

With the growing interest in low environmental im-
pact technologies for mobility, hydrogen fuel cell vehi-
cles (FCVs) are getting relevant and have gained market
share in the automotive industry [1]. This technology is
not only relevant because it is relatively carbon-free, but
also since the fuel (H2) has many advantages as an en-
ergy carrier (section 2.1), relative to electricity for bat-
tery electric vehicles (BEVs).

As in any relatively new technology application, there
exist several system architecture variations of the same
technology that may improve or worsen the capabil-
ities and performance of FCVs. This is the case of
plug-in FCVs or FCVs in range-extender configuration
(FCREx). FCREx configuration is a combination of
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BEVs and FCVs and has not yet been extensively ex-
plored for light passenger vehicles but has high poten-
tial to improve energy usage and may be the solution
to extend the range of FCVs until enough H2 refueling
stations are built [2]. At present, the only architecture
that was considered for light-duty passenger vehicles is
that combining an FC system with a low-capacity bat-
tery. As such, the performance of FCREx architecture
for passenger vehicles and how it changes with systems
sizing remains unexplored, thus neglecting the potential
of an FCV architecture that may be key in the context
of low availability of hydrogen refueling stations.

The sizing of FCREx is relatively more complex than
that of a conventional FCV since the battery capacity
also affects significantly the optimum energy manage-
ment strategy of the vehicle systems, the cost, and the
range. As such, for this type of vehicles, it is imperative
to provide a detailed and wide analysis on the perfor-
mance, range, and cost of systems for different combi-
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nations of FC system, battery capacity, and H2 tank stor-
age in order to understand the real potential and limits
of such configuration, relative to simple FCVs.

In the literature, most of the studies focus on sizing
non-plug-in FCV components [3], and those focused on
FCREx [4] are not oriented towards light passenger ve-
hicles or do not consider the same parameters as those
in this study. Therefore, there is a clear lack of data
regarding the sizing of FCREx systems for light-duty
passenger cars.

The state-of-the-art research about FCREx for pas-
senger vehicles is limited. As a consequence, it is diffi-
cult to assess the state-of-the-art focusing only on light-
duty applications. Mainly, the recent related research
lines have been focused on the use of FCREx on bus and
heavy-duty applications and on the energy management
optimization of different FCV architectures to maximize
performance. The studies focused on the use and sizing
of FCREx architecture for bus applications use different
EMS such as the CDCS (charge depleting and charge
sustaining strategy) or two-step algorithms based on dy-
namic programming to analyze and optimize the vehicle
costs and performance. With this, it was concluded that
to minimize H2 in FCREx the priorities are in order:
reducing auxiliary power, braking energy recovery, in-
crease FC stack efficiency, and decreasing battery losses
[5]. Furthermore, following these methodologies, it was
found that the optimum systems sizing design for city
buses should be close to 150 Ah for the battery capacity
and 40 kW for the FC system maximum power output
[6]. Nonetheless, the conclusions extracted from these
studies are only applicable to city buses and the perfor-
mance results are far from those expected for an FCREx
light passenger vehicle.

Similar to city bus application, FCREx architecture
was also explored for urban logistics vehicles, using
tools such as convex programming or fuzzy logic con-
trollers to solve the sizing problem. The combination of
FC systems together with moderate-capacity batteries
showed that the range of urban logistics vehicles could
be extended with respect to BEV and the H2 consump-
tion decreased by half [7]. Differently from the city bus
application, the optimum battery capacity was estimated
to be around 29 kWh, while the optimum FC stack max-
imum power depended on H2 price [8]. The dependence
of FC sizing with H2 cost to minimize the TCO showed
how sensitive the performance of FCREx vehicles is to
FC stack sizing since higher FC stack maximum power
implies lower H2 consumption due to the higher system
efficiency.

Among the heavy-duty applications, the use of FC
for trucks is considered to provide the most advantages

with respect to BEV and ICEV trucks due to the high
range and carbon-free emissions. FCREx architecture is
very compatible with these heavy-duty vehicles since it
enables flexible operation and lower consumption. Re-
cent research showed that using FCREx architectures
for trucks could reduce the TCO by 1.3% with respect
to conventional FCV architectures [9], but the result is
still dependent on H2 costs. Furthermore, different EMS
were explored and compared for FCREx trucks consid-
ering 8*CHTC-HT and 7*C-WTVC Chinese truck driv-
ing cycles, concluding that convex-optimization-based
EMS could provide minimal H2 consumption and be
used in on-line driving. FCREx architecture was also
used in mining truck applications, where the decrease in
emissions is critical to ensure the safety of mining op-
erations, given the small space and the potential gases
build-up. For these vehicles, with an optimized FC-
battery hybrid powertrain design the battery life was ex-
tended, the H2 consumption reduced, and the mining
cost decreased by 8.7% [10].

Complementary to the FCREx-focused research
lines, there have also been several studies also fo-
cused on EMS optimization using driving cycles sim-
ulations or conventional FCV systems sizing to im-
prove fuel economy and system durability, but they used
other components such as supercapacitors [11] or low-
capacity batteries [12].

In light of the studies presented that represent the
state-of-the-art of FCREx, it is worth noting that most
of the use low-order models to express the FC system
performance such as simple and constant polarization
curves [10, 11], simple polynomials [8, 13] or simply
straight lines expressing constant FC efficiency [12] that
do not capture the physics behind the FC performance
variation with operating conditions. In most of these
studies, the FC system management was not optimized
nor validated, while most of the research was focused
on EMS optimization. This implies that the results were
only partially-optimized and could be further improved.

The overview of the state-of-the-art research shows
that currently, FCREx architecture has mostly been con-
sidered for heavy-duty applications and captive fleets
such as urban logistics vehicles. Sizing studies for this
architecture and applications already exist, but the con-
clusions and optimal designs do not apply to passenger
vehicles. Furthermore, sizing studies focused on the use
of FC for passenger applications do not consider FCREx
architecture.

In conclusion, the literature regarding the sizing of
FCREx is still limited, particularly for light passenger
vehicles, and mostly omit the fundamental behavior and
optimization of the FC system.
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1.1. Knowledge gaps and contributions
From the analysis of the state-of-the-art, some con-

clusions can be extracted to provide an idea of the
knowledge gaps in the literature:

1. FCREx architecture has been explored for heavy-
duty vehicles such as city buses or trucks but the
literature focused on using this architecture for
light-duty passenger cars is limited.

2. Most of the studies do not provide the space de-
signs generated from their sizing analyses. The
results are usually based on the optimum design
based on the criteria of each particular study. Gen-
erating and showing the space designs is very im-
portant to provide an estimation of the capabilities
of a system, given a wide range of design combi-
nations.

3. Range is usually not estimated for the different de-
signs produced in the sizing analyses. In the case
of FCV and FCREx, there is an actual need to un-
derstand and quantify how the sizing of the compo-
nents affects the range and consumption. By show-
ing the range estimation in design spaces, it is pos-
sible to provide passenger car manufacturers an es-
timation of the preliminary design they should aim
for with a chosen range.

4. Most of the studies consider the FC system maxi-
mum net output power, the battery capacity, or the
H2 mass in the deposit, but very few consider these
three parameters simultaneously as sizing parame-
ters and, in the case they do, the target vehicle is a
city bus instead of a light-duty passenger car.

5. The studies usually used FC system models that are
not validated or, in the cases where they were val-
idated or obtained experimentally, have not been
optimized previously. Frequently, the optimization
of each design was performed by optimizing only
the EMS, which has a significant impact on con-
sumption and costs reduction but does not focus on
prior-optimizing the FC system behavior. There-
fore, the sizing analyses usually omit the funda-
mental behavior and optimization of the FC sys-
tem.

6. Sizing and EMS optimization are strongly coupled
to provide a representative benchmarking of differ-
ent designs. Some studies use the same EMS for
different designs even though the load demand and
the system efficiencies also change with load.

7. The resulting optimum designs from the sizing
studies were not compared against commercial
FCV to prove the increase in fuel economy or over-
all performance.

The motivation and contribution of this paper provide
an understanding of the performance and costs of ve-
hicles with FCREx architecture depending on the sys-
tems sizing and to identify how the battery capacity, the
FC stack maximum power, and the H2 tank capacity
should be dimensioned depending on the target range
and/or consumption. To fulfill these objectives, space
designs for light-duty passenger FCREx were gener-
ated and analyzed considering as sizing variables the
FC stack maximum power, the battery capacity, and the
H2 tank capacity (knowledge gaps 1, 2, 3 & 4). Un-
like other studies, the FC stack model was validated at
different operating conditions, the BoP operation was
optimized, and the EMS between the FC stack and the
battery was optimized independently for each design
with the PMP (knowledge gaps 5 & 6). This means
that the optimization of the FCREx was performed com-
prising the FC system operation and the EMS. The re-
sulting FC system model was fully-scalable. The de-
sign spaces showing the range, the estimated systems
cost, and the H2 consumption were generated consider-
ing the WLTP driving cycle WLTC class 3b since the
power-to-mass ratio of most of the designs was over 34
(this WLTC driving cycle was also chosen so that the fi-
nal results can be compared against current commercial
FCVs). Finally, state-of-the-art commercial FCVs were
compared against equivalent-in-range optimum FCREx
designs to understand the capabilities of this FCV archi-
tecture (knowledge gap 7).

1.2. Document outline

This study comprises the following parts: introduc-
tion (section 1), theoretical foundations (section 2),
methodology (section 3), BoP operating conditions op-
timization (section 4), FCREx systems sizing (section
5), and conclusions (section 6). In the Introduction
and the theoretical foundations sections, the objectives,
background, and motivation of the study are defined and
explained. The simulation tools and procedures were
described in the methodology section. The results are
presented and discussed in BoP operating conditions
optimization and FCREx systems sizing sections, where
the optimum operating conditions and energy balance
of the FC system and the consequences of varying the
FCREx design are analyzed respectively. Finally, the
main conclusions of this study were summarized in the
conclusions section.
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2. Theoretical Foundations

2.1. H2 as energy carrier
Hydrogen can offer numerous benefits if used as

an energy carrier in most sectors. The main advan-
tages of this fuel are its carbon-free emissions when
burned or used in an FC, the possibility of producing
it through different production strategies such as elec-
trolysis or steam methane reforming (SMR), and its
higher energy density in terms of mass and volume than
batteries[1, 14, 15]. However, there is not such a thing
as the perfect fuel, therefore H2 has also some disad-
vantages if compared against batteries or conventional
fuels.
Regarding the energy production sector, H2 can be used
effectively to decarbonize the gas grid. Biogas is ex-
pected not to be available at the required scale and
full electrification with heat pumps would be very ex-
pensive for old buildings and would produce such sea-
sonal imbalances in power demand that a large-scale
power storage mechanism, such as H2, would be re-
quired. Using H2 as an energy carrier could maxi-
mize the efficiency of energy usage in the electric grid
by absorbing the seasonal energy imbalances. Fur-
thermore, its gas properties and storage versatility en-
able low-cost long-range renewable energy transporta-
tion through pipelines, ships, or trucks, compared to
power transmission lines. The transport of H2 could
be even further optimized to reduce transportation costs
and CO2 emissions if it is first converted to any liquid
e-fuel such as methanol or ethanol through CO2 seques-
tration. These fuels, if produced from H2, can also be
used directly in ICE producing neutral CO2 emissions
[16, 17, 18].
In the transportation sector, H2 has higher energy den-
sity than batteries, thus enabling long-range displace-
ments (>500 km), and lower cradle-to-grave emissions
than hydrocarbon-fueled vehicles [19], given the large
variety of H2 production strategies. Furthermore, FC
systems can be easily scaled with significantly lower
specific weight and power density than batteries. This
makes H2 the only option to decarbonize the opera-
tion of heavy-duty vehicles, ships, trains, and aircraft
while it is a perfect fuel to complement and coexist with
batteries and/or neutral CO2 emissions ICE for light-
duty vehicles, enabling high-range, carbon-free passen-
ger cars [1, 14].

2.2. FC vehicles: non-plug-in FCV and FCREx

Fuel cell vehicles can be classified according to many
criteria such as the fuel storage method (pressurized H2

or liquid carriers to be reformed/cracked), the power
system structure (direct or indirect), or the battery size
(plug-in or non-plug-in). Despite all the possible clas-
sifications, it is relevant to remark how all of them are
equivalent to a serial hybrid electric vehicle. Currently,
the commercial FCVs Honda Clarity, Toyota Mirai, and
Hyundai Nexo have an indirect-type power architecture,
H2 stored at 700 bar of pressure, and have small batter-
ies (non-plug-in). Regarding the power system structure
and the fuel storage of these vehicles, it is understand-
able to choose the indirect-type power architecture to
reduce the size of the fuel cell system and compressed
H2 because this technology has been reliably demon-
strated (high TRL) [20]. However, despite the absence
of light-duty plug-in vehicles in the market, they must
not be discarded since they can offer significant benefits
compared to non-plug-in vehicles. These benefits are
mainly lower degradation rate, potentially higher per-
formance, increased operational flexibility, and lower
TCO and cradle-to-grave emissions.
Plug-in FCVs operate using the FC like a range extender
(FCREx) because both the FC and the battery can min-
imize power and battery state-of-charge (SOC) fluctua-
tions. The power fluctuations that the FC stack suffers
in non-plug-in vehicles operation and frequent start and
stop increase their degradation [21, 22], thus leading to
a decrease in performance and increase of user costs.
Analogously, in-depth battery discharge or very high
SOC also lead to decreased durability and performance.
Therefore, keeping battery SOC in moderate and stable
levels increases its life and reduces user maintenance
costs [23].
Recent technological assessments of commercial FCVs
show that state-of-the-art FC systems are capable of pre-
senting highly dynamic behavior, enough to satisfy the
power requirements of aggressive driving cycles with
small batteries [24]. However, highly dynamic behavior
induces an additional cost in performance, apart from
degradation. That is why, the stable operation of FCREx
could, besides, contribute to reducing H2 consumption.
The bigger batteries of FCREx allow for a more flex-

ible operation, enabling purely electrical mode and hy-
brid mode, depending on the user requirements. This is
especially important in the current situation, where the
price of H2 is far above that of electricity and there are
few H2 refueling stations across the world (figure 1). In
this case, these vehicles could operate as battery elec-
tric vehicles (BEV) in cities, where 100 km of range is
enough since the vehicle can be charged overnight, and
use the FC to extend the range for extra-urban move-
ments with an approximate rage of 500 km.
Finally, the TCO may be lower for an FCREx if the bat-
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Figure 1: Hydrogen refueling stations in different countries in 2018
[14]

tery is not over-dimensioned. TCO includes the price
of the vehicle, the insurance, the cost of fuel or en-
ergy source, the maintenance, and various taxes and
fees. Assuming that insurance and taxes/fees are fun-
damentally the same for FCREx and non-plug-in FCV,
FCREx could reduce the TCO due to various reasons.
First, since the battery capacity is comparatively higher,
the FC system maximum net power can be reduced.
Hence, the stack and all the components of the FC sys-
tem should have lower power requirements and should
be cheaper. However, this could be outweighed by the
increase in the production cost of a larger battery. Sec-
ond, H2 is currently more expensive than electricity if
produced through electrolysis with the same electricity
mix, therefore the operation costs of an FCV may be
greater than those of a BEV. Using a mix of electric-
ity and H2 is an option to reduce the TCO of FCV. The
option of obtaining H2 from steam methane reforming,
which should be considerably cheaper than from elec-
trolysis, is not considered because this process produces
CO2 emissions and therefore it is not the long-term so-
lution to sustain the vehicle portfolio of the H2 economy
[19].

3. Methodology

Studies such as optimization or sizing of vehicle sys-
tems must be carried out using simulation tools capable
of representing reliably the physics of the target system.
The software GT-Suite v2020 was used to perform this
study. GT-Suite is a 0D-1D modeling tool widely used
in the automotive industry. As such, it is capable of re-
producing high fidelity numeric results based on energy,
momentum, and mass conservation equations coupled
with empirical correlations. 0D-1D modeling software
is suitable for sizing and optimization studies since they
can produce reliable results at the expense of low com-
putational cost. However, especially for FC systems,
they must be calibrated and validated with experimental
data.

FC model
Calibration/
validation

BoP design
adjustment

Air management 
optimization

Scalable mean-
values model

Energy 
management
optimization

Cost/mass/ 
volume 

estimation

Sizing

FC model
Calibration/validation

BoP design adjustment

Air management 
optimization

Scalable mean-
values model

Energy 
management
optimization

Cost/mass/ 
volume 

estimation

Sizing

Figure 2: Methodology flow chart

As such, the first step in this study was to calibrate
and validate the GT-Suite FC model using experimen-
tal data [25, 26]. Then, a model for the BoP of the
FC system was adjusted to match the flow requirements
of the FC stack. Next, the air management strategy of
the resulting model, describing the FC system (BoP and
FC stack), was optimized in steady conditions. The re-
sults from this optimization were then used to develop a
mean-values model in order to reduce the computational
cost of the complex model by sacrificing the FC sys-
tem dynamics. For the sizing, the energy management
strategy between the FC system and the battery was op-
timized to minimize H2 consumption and the variation
of the SoC of the battery for each design independently.
GT-Suite was connected to MATLAB Simulink to per-
form the energy management strategy optimization. Fi-
nally, parameters such as the system costs, weight, the
vehicle range, and H2 consumption were estimated for
different FCREx designs whose FC system net power,
H2 tank, and battery capacities were varied along the
defined design space. This methodology is represented
in figure 2.

3.1. FC model description

The polarization curve of the FC stack model used in
this study is defined as follows:
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VFC = VOC − Vact − Vohm − Vconc (1)

VOC =
−∆g f
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2αF ln

(
i
i0

) (3)

Vohm = R I (4)

Vmt = −C ln
(
1 −

i
il

)
(5)

Where VOC is the open voltage circuit and Vact, Vohm

and Vmt are the activation, ohmic and mass transport
losses. Advanced losses modeling was used to include
the sensitivity of the ohmic resistance and the exchange
current density to the FC operating conditions. The
ohmic resistance Rohm was modeled according to [27]
by considering the change in the ionic conductivity of
the membrane as a function of the membrane water con-
tent, temperature, and membrane properties:

σ30 = 0.005139w − 0.00326(w > 1) (6)

σ(Tcell) = exp
[
1268

(
1

303
−

1
273 + Tcell

)]
(7)

Rohm =

∫ tm dz
σ

(8)

Where w is the local membrane water content, σ30
and σ(Tcell) are the protonic conductivity of the mem-
brane at 30oC and at Tcell respectively, Tcell is the cell
temperature, and tm is the membrane thickness.

Analogously, the exchange current density was mod-
eled as a function of the FC temperature, the oxygen
partial pressure, the electrochemical activation energy,
the electrode roughness and the reference exchange cur-
rent density i0,re f [28].

i0 = i0,re f acLc

(
pO2

pO2,re f

)γc

exp
[
−Eact

RT

(
1 −

T
Tre f

)]
(9)

Where acLc is the electrode roughness (defined by the
material properties), pO2 is the oxygen partial pressure,
γc is the pressure dependency factor of the electrochem-
ical reaction, Eact is the activation energy of the electro-
chemical reaction, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is
the stack temperature.

The parameters that can be used to calibrate this
formulation of the polarization curve (section 3.2) are
the mass transport loss coefficient α, the exchange
current density i0,re f , the limiting current density il and
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Figure 3: Calibration/validation results

the open circuit losses, already included into VOC .

Although this model was calibrated to experimental
data, it still has some limitations that are not relevant
for this study. For example, N2 crossover was not mod-
eled since the simulations of the WLTC 3b driving cy-
cle only last 30 min (computational time), so the effect
of N2 on performance and degradation is minimum in
such a short time frame. Furthermore, FC degradation
was not modeled because the performance deviation due
to degradation in such a short time frame is negligible.
Therefore, the designs that were simulated in this study
represent the maximum realistic performance of the sys-
tems. The evaluation of the degradation of the systems
with the design and the EMS is out of the scope of this
study.

3.2. FC model validation/calibration

The calibration of an FC stack model with experi-
mental data is critical. Given the definition of the polar-
ization curve, there are several coefficients and parame-
ters that need to be calibrated (eq. 1). As such, there are
several possibilities for the same polarization curve and,
depending on the value of these parameters, the sensi-
tivity of the polarization curve to boundary conditions
changes. In order to validate and calibrate properly a FC
stack model, it is mandatory to have data about how the
polarization curve changes with temperature and pres-
sure, i.e., the calibration should be valid for a wide range
of operating conditions.

The experimental data from [25, 26] was used to
calibrate the FC stack model. These data were mea-
sured from a 80 cells, 20 kW PEMFC experimental
facility under temperature, stoichiometry and pressure-
controlled conditions. Active surface are was assumed
to be 250 cm2. Also, the polarization curve was mea-
sured at different cathode pressure and temperature.
Therefore, the data is sufficient not only to capture the
polarization curve but to capture and calibrate the sen-
sitivity to temperature and pressure of the model.
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Genetic algorithms were used to fit the calibration pa-
rameters and coefficients describing the polarization
curve simultaneously at different conditions: Tcath =

346 K & pcath = 1.3 bar, Tcath = 305 K & pcath =

1.3 bar and Tcath = 346 K & pcath = 2.5 bar (figure
3). Anode pressure was always kept 0.3 bar higher than
cathode pressure and inlet H2 was at ambient tempera-
ture (287 K). Stoichiometry was varied according to the
experimental data [25, 26]. In order to ensure conver-
gence of genetic algorithms, 25 generations of solutions
were used. Following this methodology, it was possi-
ble to minimize the overall deviation of the model from
experimental data to 2%. The higher deviations were
found at low temperature at low current density. How-
ever, the error at these conditions was moderate. The
sensitivity of the model to cathode stoichiometry was
also validated.

3.3. FCREx vehicle architecture
3.3.1. Fuel cell system

The FC system design is composed of the FC stack
and the balance of plant or BoP (figure 4). The baseline
design consisted of the validated 20 kW PEMFC with its
corresponding BoP. The rest of the designs in the sizing
calculations were scaled versions of the baseline. The
BoP architecture of all the design was maintained and

Design parameter Value 
Wheel Diameter [mm] 17.08 
Compressor Speed at Design Point [rpm] 200000 
Pressure ratio at Design Point [-] 1.8 
Mass Flow Rate at Design Point [g/s] 9.53 
Isentropic Efficiency at Design Point [%] 80 

 
Table 1: Centrifugal compressor specifications for baseline design

can be divided into the cathode side, the anode side and
the cooling side:

• The cathode side included an e-charger compres-
sor to provide high-pressure air to the FC stack, a
heat exchanger acting as an intercooler, and a hu-
midifier system to increase the cathode inlet rela-
tive humidity (RH) using the water available in the
FC stack exhaust.

– The centrifugal compressor map was
parametrized to fit the pressure and air
mass flow rate requirements of the FC stack
(figure 6, table 1). This was mandatory for
the sizing since for different FC stack sizes
the compressor specification should also
change. Cathode stoichiometry and pressure
were controlled through two PIDs, the first
acting on the power supplied to the e-charger
and the second acting on the exhaust valve
area.

– The heat exchanger was modeled with con-
stant cooling efficiency of 70% considering
the coolant at 70oC as the cold reservoir.

– The humidifier system was modeled by 7000
pairs of 500 mm-long pipes connected by a
thermal mass to include the effect of heat
transfer. Water transport was modeled by
means of water ejectors and injectors. The
humidifier was used to keep the RH of the
cathode inlet equal to 80% to ensure mem-
brane humidification even on sudden load
changes.

• The anode side included a 700 bar H2 tank and an
active H2 recirculating loop (powered by a pump).
The anode pressure was regulated by acting on the
valve connecting the recirculating loop and the H2
tank while the anode stoichiometry was controlled
using the pump, powered by the FC.

• The cooling system was composed of a cooling
pump, powered by the FC, and a radiator to keep
the coolant temperature to 70oC. In figure 4 the
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cooling system was not shown in detail for sim-
plification purposes since it is not logistically dif-
ferent from those used in conventional vehicles.

The FC stack for the base configuration is that de-
scribed in the previous section (20 kW PEMFC, 80
cells). Due to the lack of data provided by Corbo et
al. [25, 26], the surface area and the pressure losses
were modeled using the data of Ballard FCVelocity-
9SSL fuel cell [29, 30]. An indirect type configuration
is adapted for the vehicle, as such, a DC/DC converter
is used at the output of the FC system and at the output
of the battery. The DC/DC converter for the FC system
is modeled considering 95% of energy conversion effi-
ciency.
For the sizing calculations, the mass flow rate across
each component was multiplied by a scaling factor, scal-
ing also the hardware design specifications for such
mass flow rates. In the case of the FC stack, the number
of cells was multiplied by the scaling factor.

3.3.2. Battery
A Li-ion battery was considered for the FCREx vehi-

cle due to the high energy density they have compared
to other batteries. This battery was modeled as a set of
cylindrical cells in the form of 100 serial cells to provide
enough power for the purely electric mode and nparallel

of parallel cells to impose the battery capacity. Each
cylindrical cell had a nominal voltage of 3.6 V and a
nominal capacity of 3.35 Ah and is modeled with an
equivalent electric circuit (RC) whose open-circuit volt-
age and resistance depend on the state of charge and
the battery temperature. A lumped mass thermal model
was used to ensure that no overheating is produced in
the battery. However, due to the lack of data, the ef-
fect of temperature on the battery was not accounted
for. Finally, the DC/DC converter for the battery and
the DC/AC converter for the electric motor were mod-
eled with a constant conversion efficiency of 95%.

3.3.3. Vehicle body
An FCREx vehicle requires relatively high storage

capacity to allocate the FC system, the H2 tanks and
the battery. As such, a vehicle body similar to that of
Hyundai Nexo has been used in this study. After pre-
liminary calculation, the vehicle has enough space to
store relatively high-size batteries, given the trunk vol-
ume. The vehicle dry mass without the FC system, the
H2 tanks and the battery was estimated as 1400 kg, with
a frontal area of 2.58 m2 and a drag coefficient of 0.329,
based on Hyundai Nexo technical specifications [31].

D
C

/D
C

 
converter

DC/DC 
converter

D
C

/A
C

 
converter

DC bus

FC system

Battery pack

E-motor

Figure 5: Powerplant electronic configuration.

The vehicle electrical architecture was decided to be in-
direct (figure 5). This configuration, although it could
be less efficient than the direct configuration, allows to
increase the FC lifetime since it is protected from the
electric fluctuations of the system bus and to downsize
the FC system thanks to the DC/DC converter it is con-
nected to [20]. As mentioned before, the conversion ef-
ficiency of each DC/DC or DC/AC converters was as-
sumed constant and equal to 95% to account for these
power losses.
The device powering the shaft is an electric motor with
120 kW of maximum power whose torque-power curve
provides highly-enough torque even at high load. The
connection between the e-motor and the shaft was set as
a direct drive.

3.4. Energy management strategy
The energy management in a powertrain with differ-

ent energy sources, essentially consists of finding the
sequence of power split that fulfils the design criteria
with minimum cost [32]. It is a key aspect governing, to
a great extent, the performance of the complete system
[33]. In this sense, an inappropriate power split strat-
egy may affect the benchmark between different sizing
combinations, therefore leading to a biased decision on
which is the best powertrain sizing. Optimal Control
(OC) is a tool specially suited to develop the energy
management strategy in a benchmark study such as the
one presented in this paper, since it naturally provides
the optimal energy split for every powertrain consid-
ered. Accordingly, all the architectures under investi-
gation will be compared in the best possible scenario
[34].

In line with the previous idea, the OC problem con-
sisting of finding the powertrain control policy that min-
imizes a cost index over the considered driving cycle has
been solved for every architecture assessed. Regarding
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the control variable, considering the powertrain model
described in previous sections, and particularly the en-
ergy balance in the DC bus (see figure 5, leads to:

Pdem = Pbatt + PFC (10)

where the electrical power required by the motor to pro-
pel the vehicle (Pdem) can be supplied by the battery
(Pbatt), the FC (PFC), or a combination of both. Note
that the evolution of Pdem only depends on the driving
cycle and therefore taking the FC power as control vari-
able (u = PFC)the electrical power demanded (or deliv-
ered) to the battery (Pbatt) can be obtained as:

Pbatt = Pdem − u (11)

Concerning the optimization objective, the fuel con-
sumption (H2) has been chosen as cost to be minimized,
although similarly, the fuel cost, the total energy con-
sumed or CO2 emissions associated to battery charging
or H2 production could be used.

Considering the chosen control variable and opti-
mization criteria, the problem can be formally defined
as finding the control law u (t) over time t that minimises
the cost:

J =

∫ t f

t0
P f (u (t) , t) dt (12)

where P f is the fuel (H2) power consumed depending
on the control variable (u), in the case at hand, the elec-
trical power delivered by the FC. Observe that as P f is
proportional to the fuel consumption, minimizing equa-
tion 12 will naturally minimize fuel consumption. The
detailed FC model described in sections 3.1 and 3.3.1
was simplified to a table (P f = P f (u)) providing the
fuel power P f depending on the electrical power deliv-
ered by the FC, i.e. the control variable u.

Considering the univocal relation between u and P f ,
the only state in the system is the energy stored in the
battery (Eb) whose dynamic equation is:

Ėb = −Pb (13)

being Pb the variation in the battery state of energy
(which is considered positive when the battery is be-
ing discharged and negative when the battery is being
charged). Note that Pb can be calculated from Pbatt and
the battery model described in section 3.3.2.

Finally, regarding the optimization constraints, as
grid charging is not considered, and all the energy
should ultimately came from the FC, the net battery
charge variation in a long enough cycle should be zero
to asses the battery charge sustaining and to allow a fair

comparison between the powertrains considered. This
is included in the optimization problem as:

∫ t f

t0
Pb (u (t) , Eb (t) , t) dt = 0 (14)

Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle allows solving the
global optimization problem defined in equations 12-14
as a sequence of local optimization problems. In par-
ticular, the PMP states that if u∗ and E∗b are the optimal
trajectories of the control and battery energy over the
driving cycle, then:

H
(
u∗, E∗b, λ

∗, t
)
≤ H

(
u, E∗b, λ

∗, t
)
∀u ∈ U, t ∈ [t0, t f ]

(15)
where H is the Hamiltonian function, defined as:

H = P f − λĖb = P f (u (t) , t) + λ (t) Pb (u (t) , Eb (t) , t)
(16)

Note that because P f and Pb share the same units, the
co-state λ is dimensionless. PMP identifies the evolu-
tion of λ with the variation of the Hamiltonian (H) with
respect to the state (Eb):

λ̇ =
∂H
∂Eb

(17)

Replacing equation 16 into 17 and introducing Pbatt

yields:

λ̇ = λ
∂Pb

∂Eb
= λPbatt

∂ (Pb/Pbatt)
∂Eb

(18)

where the electrical power provided by the battery
(Pbatt), according to expression 11, depends on u (t) but
not on Eb. The ratio Pb/Pbatt represents the battery effi-
ciency. Since the sensitivity of the battery parameters
(open circuit voltage and internal resistance) on vari-
ations in Eb is small, λ can be assumed constant for
the considered system [35]. Therefore, the optimiza-
tion problem is reduced to choose the proper constant
value of λ which satisfies the problem constraint (equa-
tion 14). An extensive review of the application of PMP
to the Energy Management of Hybrid Electric Vehicles
can be found in [32] and references within.

As in the current work the driving cycle is known in
advance, λ can be found by any iterative method, testing
different values of λ until the constraint (equation 14) is
satisfied. As an initial guess to the value λ, one can note
that, applying the condition of minimum to equation 16
leads to:

λ = −

(
∂P f

∂u

)(
∂Pb
∂u

) (19)
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Control input (u) Fuel cell power PFC

State Energy in the battery Eb

Objective Fuel minimization eq. 12
Constraint Charge sustaining eq. 14
Algorithm PMP

Table 2: Energy management main characteristics

System Data used to estimate
Mass - Volume Cost

FC 
system

Linear correlation:
• Estimated 175 kg and 286 l for a 30 kW system
• 250 kg and 614 l for a 70 kW system

40 $/kWnet
~

36 €/kWnet

H2 tank 0.045 kg H2/kg system
0.030 kg H2/l system

333 $/kg H2
~

300 €/kg H2

Battery 220 Wh/kg
600 Wh/l

156 $/kWh
~

140 €/kWh

Table 3: Mass, volume and cost data [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].

where terms in numerator and denominator are related
to the efficiencies of FC and battery respectively, and
the denominator is clearly negative due to equation 11.
In this sense, the ratio between FC and battery average
efficiencies is a good first guess for λ.

Table 2 summarises the details of the Energy Man-
agement Strategy

3.5. Mass, volume and cost estimation

The data to estimate the mass, volume and systems
cost was obtained form different sources (table 3). Data
about the systems mass had a direct impact in the sim-
ulation since it determined the vehicle total mass. In
contrast, volume and cost data were only estimated for
post processing purposes. Volume data was used to en-
sure that the H2 tank and battery systems were small
enough to fit in the rear part of the vehicle by reducing
the space of the trunk. Cost estimation was performed
with current data when possible or with data from DOE
objectives when not public data was available. The fi-
nal systems cost was used to understand which design
offered the lowest production cost.

4. BoP operating conditions optimization

Prior to the sizing of the FC system, it is necessary
to optimize the operating conditions of the BoP. There
are several parameters affecting the performance of the
FC stack such as the stoichiometry, the pressure, the
temperature and the relative humidity at both the anode
and the cathode. Among these parameters, the cath-
ode stoichiometry and pressure have a major effect on
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Figure 6: Parametrized compressor map with optimum operating con-
ditions.

the FC system performance since their values are cou-
pled with the compressor consumption, which is signif-
icantly higher than that of the H2 recirculating pump or
the coolant pump. As such, in this study, the optimiza-
tion of the BoP was performed by optimizing the air
management strategy with the FC stack load to maxi-
mize the FC system efficiency. The optimization was
performed in steady-state conditions with some restric-
tions to avoid operating conditions during transient op-
eration that may harm the integrity of the FC. As such,
the cathode stoichiometry was always kept equal or over
1.8 to avoid cathode starvation during abrupt load in-
creases, the anode pressure was always kept over the
cathode pressure with a ∆p limited to 0.3 bar and the
minimum cathode inlet pressure was set to 1.2 bar to
overcome the pressure losses of the FC stack and auxil-
iary devices and ensure atmospheric pressure at the out-
let of the system.

Regarding the other parameters affecting the FC stack
performance, some additional constraints were added:

• Anode stoichiometry was always 3 to avoid an-
ode starvation and increase H2 diffusion through
the anode gas diffusion layer (GDL), thus maxi-
mizing the FC efficiency. This stoichiometry was
kept this high because the energy consumption of
the H2 pump which controls it has a minor effect
on the overall FC system.

• The relative humidity at the inlet of the cathode
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Methodology Design of experiments
Control input (u) Cathode inlet pressure pcath

Cathode stoichiometry λcath

Objective Efficiency maximization ηFCsyst

Constraints Security: section 3.3.1
Performance: section 4

Table 4: BoP management optimization characteristics

was 80% for any condition, i.e., the increase in
temperature and pressure due to the compressor
was taken into account to calculate the relative hu-
midity.

• Coolant temperature at the outlet of the FC stack
was kept to 70oC.

All these parameters were controlled by means of
PID controllers as explained in section 3.3.1.

The optimization was performed for the baseline de-
sign. Since this optimization is intended to be scalable,
in this section the load is expressed in terms of the cur-
rent density so that it is common for all the designs (fig-
ure 7). In order to optimize the BoP operating condi-
tions, the stoichiometry and the cathode inlet pressure
were varied in the range of 1.8 to 60 (the highest val-
ues correspond to extremely low load) and from 1.2 to
2.5 bar (to preserve mechanical integrity) respectively.
A summary of the main characteristics of the optimiza-
tion process can be found in table 4.

From figure 6 it is possible to conclude that the op-
timum air management strategy of an FC system, as in
ICE, is that minimizing the compressor wasted energy,
i.e., for a given cathode stoichiometry (mass flow) the
optimum compressor pressure ratio is that offering the
maximum efficiency. This implies that the effect of in-
creasing the FC stack fuel efficiency with air pressure
has a relatively low impact on the optimization of the
BoP operating conditions.
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Figure 8: FC system optimum power distribution as a function of the
current density.

Analogously, figure 7 shows how for low loads high
cathode stoichiometry was required to avoid compressor
surge and the corresponding inefficiency. High pressure
at high load was required only to optimize the compres-
sor efficiency given a mass flow rate. However, as soon
as the compressor can offer low stoichiometry without
suffering from surge (from 0.2-0.4 A/cm2), the cath-
ode stoichiometry converges towards the self-imposed
lower limit of 1.8, thus minimizing the compressor mass
flow rate and power consumption. From this, it is possi-
ble to conclude that the driving factor when optimizing
the air management strategy of an FC system is the com-
pressor power consumption and efficiency, outweighing
the increase in FC stack efficiency with cathode pressure
and stoichiometry.

The optimum power distribution of the FC system is
shown in figure 8. The red bar, representing the FC
system net power (FC stack power minus the power
consumption of the auxiliary devices), also represents
the FC system efficiency. The other bars represent the
power losses due to different causes such as the FC stack
inefficiencies and the power consumption of the BoP
(mostly compressor power consumption). As such, the
curve described by joining the red bars represents the
polarization curve of the FC system efficiency. In this
graph it is possible to differentiate four operating re-
gions depending on the current density:

• Ultra-low load (i ≈ 0.004 A/cm2): the compressor
consumes most of the power provided by the FC
stack while the FC efficiency is maximum because
ohmic losses are negligible. The FC system effi-
ciency is the lowest. This region is similar to the
idle condition for ICE. If available, a solution to in-
crease the idle performance of an FC system could
be to use RAM air, i.e., air directly introduced to
the FC stack by bypassing the compressor to avoid
the pressure loss under the low-load condition and
compressed when stopped due to the relative speed
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between the air and the vehicle.

• Low load (i ∈ [0.02, 0.04] A/cm2): compared to
the previous region the FC stack losses increase
because ohmic losses begin to have a noticeable
effect. However, FC system efficiency grows with
load because the FC electrical power increases sig-
nificantly compared to the compressor power.

• Medium load (i ∈ [0.04, 0.4] A/cm2): FC system
efficiency is maximized (desired operating condi-
tions) since FC losses are moderate while the com-
pressor power is minimized. Overall system effi-
ciency could reach over 60%. Note that the effi-
ciencies obtained here do not include the loss in
power in the DC-DC converters and that the BoP
operation was optimized and dimensioned accord-
ing to the FC maximum power. This explains the
slightly higher values of the efficiency in this study.

• High load (i ∈ [0.4, 1.4] A/cm2): FC losses are
almost constant up to 1.2 A/cm2 because compres-
sor pressure ratio increases with load. Around 1.4
A/cm2 mass transport losses increase significantly
leading to higher FC stack inefficiency. Further-
more, overall FC system efficiency decreases with
load because for a given cathode stoichiometry in-
creasing the current density means increasing the
required air mass flow rate, thus increasing the
compressor power consumption.

4.1. Development of the mean values model
For analyses that require a high number of simula-

tions, the computational cost is often a limitation. In
order to carry out a sizing study, it is imperative to sim-
ulate numerous designs following a Design of Experi-
ments methodology. The simulation of a WLTP driving
cycle considering all the FCREx systems lasts about 4
hours, making the sizing study to last about 10 months.
In order to reduce the computational cost, the FC sys-
tem was simplified to a mean values model, i.e., it was
substituted with a map containing the steady perfor-
mance and operating conditions at different loads. This
model, widely used in ICE research [42, 43], interpo-
lates linearly between previously-calculated points with
relatively low error. Due to the steady nature of the
model, some deviation between the complete and the
mean values model was expected, especially consider-
ing the slow thermal dynamics of fuel cells affecting
their transient performance.

Despite the deviation, this approach was based on
a validated model under different conditions of pres-
sure, temperature, and stoichiometry of an FC stack in-
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Figure 9: Energy usage distribution comparison between the complete
and the mean values models.

tegrated into a BoP whose air management strategy was
optimized. As such, the simplified model was capable
of reproducing the actual FC system operation with sim-
plified dynamics, providing much higher fidelity results
than other approaches where the whole FC system was
oversimplified to a single polarization curve without in-
cluding the BoP power demand and the inefficiencies
associated with driving cycle conditions. The mean val-
ues model produces lower H2 consumption since the FC
system is always working in pseudo-steady conditions,
therefore the inefficiencies associated with transient op-
eration such as slow thermal dynamics are not consid-
ered. Furthermore, the energy usage distribution in both
models only presents a significant deviation in the FC
system losses (figure 9) due to the error caused by model
simplification. The energy usage for other purposes
such as produce brake power or charge the battery with
the FC stack was almost identical since the same energy
management strategy was used for both models. Still,
the deviation was relatively low and was accepted to re-
duce the computational cost from 4 hours to 50 seconds
per case.

5. FCREx systems sizing

The global space design consisted of varying 3 in-
dependent design parameters: the FC stack maximum
power, the battery capacity, and the capacity of H2
tanks. As such, the results in figures 10, 11 and 12 have
1 out of 3 parameters fixed. In the case of figure 12,
the fixed parameter is the tank capacity which was set
accordingly to get a specific vehicle range with an error
of ±20 km. Battery capacity was varied within 30 and
60 kWh, FC stack power within 20 and 100 kW and H2
mass in tanks within 1 and 5 kg. The ratio between the
energy stored in the battery and that stored as H2 is in-
dicative of the H2 usage to cover the whole range. The
results provided in these figures were affected by the
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Figure 10: Range, H2 consumption and systems cost of FCREx with 20 and 82 kW PEMFC.

error when simplifying the complete model to the mean
values model. Therefore, the actual values of range may
be slightly lower than those presented in figures 10 and
12.

Along this discussion, different FCREx designs are
compared against state-of-the-art FCV with commercial
applications. The FCV are referred as FCV1 and FCV2,
and their performance data and characteristics can be
found at [31] and [24], respectively.

Figure 10 shows the range, H2 consumption and sys-
tem cost as a function of the battery capacity and the H2
tank capacity with 20 and 82 kW FC stacks. Range was
calculated considering the operation with the battery un-
til SOC=0.3, then operation with optimum energy man-
agement strategy as explained in section 3.4 until H2
depletion, followed finally by operation until full bat-
tery discharge. In figure 10, FC stack power was the
fixed design parameter in the analysis since it has the
lowest influence in the range compared with the other
two sized parameters. However, increasing the FC stack
power implies a higher vehicle range.

When the FC stack maximum power increases, the
FC system operates under lower current density for the
same load. According to figure 8, this means higher FC
system efficiency since the stack operates mostly in the
medium current density region, i.e., lower H2 consump-
tion. The higher efficiency at lower current density is
justified by the lower electrochemical losses and BoP
power consumption. On one hand, both ohmic and ac-
tivation losses decrease with the current density since
the flow of protons through the membrane and the in-
tensity of the surface reaction per unit of surface at the
catalyst layer decrease, thus decreasing the losses asso-
ciated with the membrane protonic conductivity (ohmic
losses) and the activation overpotential required to start
the electrochemical reaction (activation losses). On the

other hand, since the compressor was scaled with the FC
maximum power, despite the required mass flow may
increase, the relative compressor energy consumption
decreases since the FC stack is more efficient (see figure
8). Opposite to this effect, this also implies increasing
the FC system weight, hence the vehicle weight. The
increase in weight also had the effect of increasing the
required load, therefore H2 consumption. The results in
the left-side and central graphs on figure 10 show that
the increase in FC system efficiency outweighs the in-
crease in the vehicle weight, thus increasing range and
decreasing H2 consumption as the FC stack maximum
power increases. The left-side graphs also show how
the range changes with the energy stored in the battery
and the energy stored as H2 respectively. With 20 kW
PEMFC, if an iso-range line is drawn from the X axis
at 2 kg of H2 (66.6 kWh as H2) it would cross the
Y axis at about 50 kWh of energy stored in the bat-
tery. This means that from the design of 30 kWh bat-
tery and 1 kg of H2, it would be necessary to increase
the energy stored as H2 by 33.3 kWh to get the same
increase in range as increasing the battery capacity by
20 kWh. Therefore, in terms of energy utilization and
performance, increasing the energy stored in the battery
is more efficient to improve range than increasing it in
the form of H2 due to the higher efficiency of batteries.
This additional benefit was also found with those de-
signs whose FC maximum power was 82 kW but it was
less significant since the FC efficiency increased. De-
spite this, the weight, space and cost restriction of bat-
teries makes it currently impossible to achieve ranges
similar to those of FCVs with BEVs for passenger ve-
hicles. As such, to minimize energy and H2 consump-
tion in FCVs the battery capacity should be moderate
and not reduced to the minimum as current commercial
FCVs, in other words, the FCREx architecture could
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also be used to maximize the energy utilization in FCVs
and thus minimize consumption and maximize range.

The two central graphs of figure 10 indicate a similar
decrease in H2 consumption when the FC stack maxi-
mum power increases. As explained before, this is due
to the outweigh of the FC system efficiency increase
against the increase in required power when the vehi-
cle weight increases. In this case, H2 consumption was
calculated as H2 mass stored in the tank divided by the
total range of the vehicle. Therefore, this definition is
representative of the total performance of the vehicle,
not only of the FC+battery mode, and is of the utmost
importance given the current scenario with limited H2
refueling stations across the globe.

As explained before, increasing the H2 mass in the
tank also increased the range. However, it also in-
creased the H2 consumption due to the vehicle in-
crease in weight. This was produced because increas-
ing the stored fuel mass did not have any effect on
the efficiency of the systems directly, but increased
the required power for a given operation due to the
extra weight. In contrast, increasing the battery ca-
pacity dramatically decreases H2 consumption since it
implies that a greater part of the range was covered
only with the battery, which implied that the range in-
creased while the stored fuel mass was kept constant.
H2 consumption for all the designs with 82 kW PEMFC
were below 0.9 kg H2/100 km. The fuel consump-
tion of FCV1 [31] (state-of-the-art FCV) is 0.95 kg
H2/100 km (31.6 kWh/100 km) considering 6.33 kg
of H2 stored and a range of 666 km (WLTP). Com-
pared to this vehicle, in the design space shown in fig-
ure 10, the equivalent-in-range FCREx design with min-
imum H2 consumption (4.97 kg of H2, a battery of
44.5 kWh and 82 kW FC stack) had a H2 consumption
of 0.79 kg H2/100 km and a total energy consumption
of 31.56 kWh/100 km. Hence, this equivalent-in-range
design compared to FCV1 data is capable of achieving
around 16.8% saving in H2 consumption and similar
overall energy consumption to cover the whole range.
This comparison allows highlighting the potential of
FCREx, which could provide similar performance in
terms of energy utilization and range with lower H2
consumption and the possibility to use different driving
modes depending on H2 availability.

The right-hand side pair of graphs of figure 10 show
the overall energy consumption of each design with
FCREx architecture. Energy consumption was calcu-
lated as the total energy stored in the vehicle (consid-
ering both the H2 and the battery) over the total range.
Increasing the FC maximum power implied a dramatic
decrease in energy consumption. This indicated that the

Figure 11: Total cost variation of the FC system, battery and H2
tank for a FCREx architecture considering the designs with 20 kW
PEMFC, 82 kW PEMFC and 3 kg of H2 as fixed variables.

FC system, compared to the battery, was the most lim-
iting system in terms of performance since it had lower
efficiency. The effect of increasing the battery and the
H2 tank capacities on energy consumption was the same
as that noticed on H2 consumption. However, the effect
of increasing the battery size of decreasing energy con-
sumption was lower since for H2 consumption the H2
mass in the tank was kept constant. From these data,
FCREx manufacturers should avoid having low-power
FC stacks in their designs in order to maximize the en-
ergy utilization and range. Furthermore, FCREx also al-
low lower FC stack maximum power compared to FCV
for the same range and performance.

The graphs in figure 11 show the total cost variation
of the FC system, the battery and the H2 tank. The
two first graphs show the cost variation when extending
the vehicle range by using batteries or H2 tank capac-
ity. Analogously, the cost variation when increasing the
maximum FC stack power and the battery capacity was
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Figure 12: Design spaces showing H2 consumption and required H2 mass capacity for FCREx with 500, 600, 700 km of range.

showed in the third graph since these two parameters
have the greatest effect on H2 and energy consumption.
From these results, increasing the energy stored in the
vehicle was significantly more expensive if it was done
by increasing the battery capacity rather than increasing
the H2 tank capacity. This implies that the purchase cost
of any BEV with the same range as any FCV should be
much higher, which could allow higher H2 price to have
the same TCO. For the designs with 82 kW PEMFC
(second graph) increasing the H2 capacity from 1 kg to
5 kg with a battery of 30 kWh was equivalent in costs to
increasing the battery capacity from 30 kWh to 40 kWh
with 1 kg of H2. These two designs with equivalent cost
offered significantly different performance in terms of
consumption and range. The design with 5 kg of H2
and 30 kWh of battery capacity had a range, H2 and en-
ergy consumption of 616 km, 0.85 kg H2/100 km and
32.1 kWh/100 km, respectively. In contrast, the de-
sign with 1 kg of H2 and 40 kWh of battery capacity
had a range, H2 and energy consumption of 272 km,
0.43 kg H2/100 km and 27.8 kWh/100 km, respectively.
These designs are diametrically opposed and offer such
different performance and range since the ratio of en-
ergy stored as H2 to the total energy stored, including
that in the battery, is completely different. This ratio

was identified as another deciding factor for potential
FCREx manufacturers that may change depending on
the vehicle application. For the same volume of the sys-
tems, if this ratio is low (low H2 stored), the range is
significantly reduced together H2 and energy consump-
tion. This implies much more efficient energy usage
to cover a given range, thus reducing operating costs.
This architecture could be interesting for captive fleets
applications such as those founds at ports and airports
or for low-power vehicles, thus reducing the refuel-
ing/recharging time of these vehicles compared to BEV.
In contrast, if the ratio is high, FCREx could be suit-
able for passenger vehicles by providing a great-enough
range together with a flexible operation (battery for city
driving and FC+battery for long rides) and low H2 con-
sumption compared to commercial FCVs. Finally, the
results in figure 11 showed that increasing the FC stack
maximum power also had a significant impact on the ve-
hicle production cost. Therefore, for any car manufac-
turer, the final choice of the FC stack maximum power
should consider the vehicle application, the increase in
price and the decrease in H2 consumption to minimize
the TCO.

In figure 12, the space design for 500, 600, and
700 km of range FCREx are shown. In this case, the
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mass of H2 in the tank was fixed depending on the
battery capacity to provide enough on-board energy to
achieve the target range (±20 km). As such, it is pos-
sible to see that FCREx could potentially reach a range
of about 700 km with 5 kg of on-board H2, a battery of
>50 kWh and a FC maximum power >30 kW if its op-
eration was optimized. All the designs whose systems
specifications were lower than these could not reach a
range of 700 km due to the lack of on-board energy or
the low efficiency of the systems. However, this range
or slightly superior range seems to be the current limit
for FCREx since the required space to have 5 kg of H2
and a battery of >50 kWh may only be achievable for
high size passenger vehicles.

Based on the results of this study, a properly designed
and optimized FCREx could reach a range of 500 km
with barely 3.76 kg of H2 and a battery of 30 kWh
(155.3 kWh of stored energy, i.e., 31.06 kWh/100 km of
energy consumption and 0.75 kg H2/100 km of H2 con-
sumption). Compared to FCV2, which has a range of
approximately 500 km with 5 kg of H2 (166.5 kWh, i.e.,
33.3 kWh/100 km and 1 kg H2/100 km of energy and H2
consumption), this implies a much more efficient energy
usage around 6.8% in energy saving and around 25%
in H2 consumption saving. As a consequence, FCREx
could offer much lower operation costs.

The benefit obtained after optimizing both FCV1 and
FCV2 converted into an FCREx architecture and impos-
ing the same total range is higher in the case of the
FCV2. In this case the savings in energy usage are
higher (over 6% saving against no saving), and the rea-
son is the higher fraction of the total energy stored in
the battery (30 kWh out of 155.3 kWh against 44.5 kWh
out of 210.15 kWh). This provides a higher optimiza-
tion potential since the fraction of energy used from the
battery to cover the given range increases, therefore the
overall vehicle efficiency also increases accordingly.

As seen in figure 12, increasing the FC stack maxi-
mum power decreases H2 consumption (second row of
graphs in figure 12). As such, the space design shows
that higher FC stack maximum power could reduce the
amount of H2 stored to reach the same range (first row of
graphs in figure 12), hence reducing the operation cost
but increasing the manufacturing costs. Energy con-
sumption presents different sensitivity with the battery
capacity depending on the vehicle range. For FCREx
designs with 500 km of range, the decrease in energy
consumption with the increase in battery capacity (due
to the higher battery efficiency) is lower than for designs
with 600 km of range. This happens since the ratio of
stored H2 with respect to the total on-board energy must
increase to reach higher ranges, hence a higher part of

the range is covered using only H2 thus decreasing the
influence of battery capacity over energy consumption.
The final design of any FCREx should consider this to
minimize the TCO. Based on the design spaces in fig-
ure 12 and more detailed data about the total cost of a
single FCREx production, it would be possible to pro-
duce analogous graphs showing the TCO. With the data
in hand, the minimum TCO would probably be located
at moderate values of battery capacity (cheaper opera-
tion with only electricity from the battery) and relatively
high FC stack maximum power to reduce the H2 con-
sumption. Of course, the optimum design to minimize
the TCO depends on the H2 price. If H2 is cheap, the
optimum would move towards lower FC stack power,
lower battery capacity and higher H2 tank capacity to
reduce manufacturing costs while if it is expensive, it
would move towards higher FC stack power, higher bat-
tery capacity and lower H2 tank capacity. Estimating
the TCO is a difficult task which depend on the H2 cost,
therefore on the location of the refueling station among
other factors, and on the vehicle usage in general, i.e., if
the vehicle is used mainly in cities (pure electric mode)
and occasionally for long trips (FC+battery mode) or
otherwise. This estimation is out of the scope of this
study and could provide an meaningful and interesting
analysis about the benefits, in terms of TCO, of FCREx
against equivalent FCVs and BEVs.

As can be noticed along the discussion of results, ob-
taining an optimum design for FCREx passenger ve-
hicles was not the objective of this study. Nonethe-
less, the generation of the design spaces enabled to un-
derstand the implications of changing the systems siz-
ing in terms of range, production costs and consump-
tion. Only in terms of performance, the optimum de-
sign would be that with a battery capacity of 60 kWh
and a FC stack maximum power of 100 kW (figures 12),
and the H2 tank capacity would be adjusted according to
the desired range. Nonetheless, this design would also
imply higher manufacturing costs, compared to lower
FC power designs. Following this reasoning, the opti-
mum FCREx design would not only depend on perfor-
mance factors but on the TCO, as discussed, and the
cradle-to-grave emissions, which would depend signif-
icantly on the H2 production pathway and the systems
sizing. For this reason, the main outcomes of this study
are the design spaces themselves together with the per-
formance evaluation of FCREx architectures compared
to current commercial FCVs, and the identification of
the optimum systems sizing: moderate battery capac-
ity (∼30 kWh) and moderate-to-high FC stack maxi-
mum power (≥80 kW). Although the maximum perfor-
mance was achieved for 60 kWh batteries, the increase
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in systems costs almost doubled when increasing the
battery capacity from 30 kWh to 60 kWh (figure 11).
For that reason, the optimum design, as a trade-off be-
tween TCO and performance would most probably have
a battery of 30 kWh in these design spaces. Finally, as
H2 prices drop and the FC systems become more effi-
cient, it would be possible to reduce the FC stack max-
imum power output without significant variation in per-
formance and operation costs to reduce manufacturing
costs.

5.1. Results application and usefulness
The results presented in this paper can be of interest

for the research community and the industry for various
reasons. First, any individual from research centers or
industry who wants to know which would be the opti-
mal H2 and/or energy consumption and range of a given
FCREx design could directly use the design spaces (fig-
ures 10-12) to obtain fair and direct information. These
results could be used directly in the first stages of the
FCREx vehicle development process to down select an
initial architecture that would be refined with costs and
emissions associated data. TCO and cradle-to-grave
emissions could also be obtained from H2 and energy
consumption data. Furthermore, the benefit of this ar-
chitecture was highlighted against commercial FCVs,
showing that the lower the total range, the higher the
benefit in consumption of FCREx compared to FCV
(see FCV1 and FCV2 comparisons). The maximum
achievable range for a FCREx passenger with 5 kg of H2
was also calculated (700 km), showing that FCREx ar-
chitecture is suitable for passenger car application. All
in all, the results presented in this study can be used
extensively in both scientific research and industry ap-
plications.

6. Conclusions

In this study different space designs for FCREx ve-
hicles were generated showing the range, the systems
cost and the H2 consumption. In order to generate such
spaces a validated FC stack model was used and inte-
grated into a FC system. The BoP operation was opti-
mized at steady conditions. In this optimization, 3 re-
gions of operation where identified, with the maximum
FC system efficiency on the medium-load region. For
these regions, the energy distribution to each component
was discussed in detail. Then, the FC system model
was simplified to a mean values model to reduce the
computational time of a driving cycle simulation from
4 hours to 50 seconds to make the generation of the de-
sign spaces feasible. The energy management strategy

was optimized for each design using the mean values
model by solving the optimal control problem with the
Pontryaging Minimum Principle.

The overall design space comprised the FC stack
power ranging from 20 to 100 kW, the battery capac-
ity ranging from 30 to 60 kWh and the H2 tank capacity
from 1 to 5 kg of H2 at 700 bar. Additional design sub-
spaces were also generated by fixing the FC maximum
power to 20/82 kw or the range to 500, 600, 700 km
by adjusting the battery and H2 tank capacities to the
corresponding values.

The main findings and contributions of this study
are based on the understanding of the change in per-
formance and capabilities of FCREx with the systems
sizing and the identification of the benefits of FCREx
architectures compared to conventional ones. Further-
more, the design spaces are a contribution themselves
(figures 10-12), since they can be directly use in the first
stages of FCREx design and for scientific research, as
explained in section 5.1.

Regarding the performance of FCREx vehicles (fig-
ures 10 and 12), it was identified how, in general terms,
increasing both the battery capacity and the FC maxi-
mum power decreases H2 and energy consumption since
the systems efficiency increase. Among these two siz-
ing parameters, consumption is more sensitive to the FC
maximum power since most of the energy stored in the
FCREx vehicle was in the form of H2. In this sense,
the ratio consisting of the energy stored as H2 over the
total on-board energy in the vehicle was identified as
an important parameter for potential FCREx manufac-
turers. For a fixed volume of the systems (available
space), if this ratio is low, the range is significantly re-
duced together with H2 and energy consumption (suit-
able for captive fleets and low-power vehicles applica-
tions). In contrast, if the ratio is high, FCREx could
be suitable for passenger vehicles since they could of-
fer great-enough range together with flexible operation
(battery for city driving and FC+battery for long dis-
placements) and lower H2 consumption than conven-
tional FCVs. The maximum range for FCREx could
be around 700 km due to space constraints in passenger
vehicles and the relation between the vehicle weight and
overall efficiency.

In order to understand the benefit in performance of
FCREx against conventional FCVs, equivalent-in-range
FCREx designs were compared against state-of-the-art
FCVs with commercial application (FCV1 & FCV2).
From this comparison, it was concluded that FCREx ar-
chitecture could provide a more efficient energy usage,
hence lower H2 consumption, meaning a potential de-
crease in the TCO. The design with a FC stack of 82 kW,
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4.97 kg of H2 and 44.5 kWh stored in the battery was
equivalent in range to the FCV1 and offered 16.8% sav-
ing in H2 consumption and similar overall energy con-
sumption. Compared to the FCV2, the overall energy
usage of the equivalent-in-range FCREx (3.76 kg of H2
and 30 kWh of energy in the battery) was around 6.8%
lower. Therefore, FCREx architecture could signifi-
cantly decrease H2 and energy consumption compared
to conventional FCV.

The findings of this study, relative to the increase
in performance of these vehicles with FCREx architec-
ture, are of great relevance regarding the resources and
energy utilization aspect. The combination of a high-
efficiency system such as batteries together with a high
specific energy system such as H2 FC implies a clean,
feasible, and efficient passenger road transport without
many penalties.

In terms of systems costs (figure 11), it was con-
cluded that increasing the range of FCREx was signifi-
cantly cheaper by increasing the H2 tank capacity rather
than by increasing the battery capacity, due to the high
manufacturing costs of batteries. In this sense, the to-
tal costs of the systems almost doubled when increasing
the battery capacity from 30 kWh to 60 kWh. There-
fore, in order to minimize manufacturing costs, it was
recommended to reduce the battery capacity to the min-
imum to ensure enough operation with the battery mode
(30 kWh).

The recommended range of optimum FCREx designs
was with minimum but high-enough battery capacity
(30 kWh) to reduce production costs and moderate-to-
high FC maximum power (≥50 kW) to maximize per-
formance (operation costs) since the H2 and energy con-
sumption was more sensitive to FC maximum power
than to battery capacity. Still, an optiumu design was
not selected from the design spaces since it may depend
on other factors such as H2 or electricity price (key to
calculate the TCO) and cradle-to-grave emissions.

To conclude, due to the lower energy and H2 usage
than FCVs and the possibility of using electricity to
cover part of the range, FCREx is a promising vehicle
architecture that could reduce the TCO and cradle-to-
grave emissions compared to equivalent-in-range FCVs
and BEVs.
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